
Very rare Fortis official cosmonauts 
chronograph GMT chronometer

 with COSC certificate - Price: Sold



Very rare Fortis official cosmonauts chronograph GMT chronometer with COSC certificate. 

Chronograph automatic 7750 with special construction additional 24 hour-hand indicators 
can also be set as a second time zone (GMT). The watch has a black round dial with date 
indication, center stop second, fine timing device. All cosmonauts models are in stainless 
steel, sand blasted, matt screw down case back with engraved “Official Cosmonauts 
Chronograph”. This watch has reference 603-60-151 and numbered 1059. 
Automatic movement with stop second.
Function hands in color: Chronograph indicator hands in neon orange.
Fine timing device and shock absorber device 28,800 BPA.
Sapphire crystal anti-reflective on both sides.
Numerals, indices and hands are laid out with tritium and allow an excellent legibility also 
in the darkness.
Individually numbered and engraved with the official logo of the Yuri A Gagarin 
Cosmonauts Training Center of Star city. The watch comes with a rubber band and 
deployant buckle in stainless steel and gold. Also with the watch comes, the commercial 
brochure of the watch.
 
The company was founded in 1912 by Walter Vogt in Granges. His philosophy was to 
overcome difficulties. In the 1920 and 1930’s, he took risk in taking part of the technical 
realization and marketing of John Harwood concept for automatic winding. Vogt tested 
different formulas such as rectangular and round water-resistant or sporty chronographs 
such as the “Fortissimo” or the “Wandfluh”. The company most exclusive product  is an 
automatic chronograph with a mechanical alarm, designed by Zurich watchmaker Paul 
Geber on the basis of the popular Eta/Valjoux 7750.

Technical details

The watch comes with a Valjoux movement with caliber 7750 with 25 jewels, BHP 28,800 
and 44 hours of power reserve. The movement was made around 1975.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 39mm
Length including lugs:  46mm

Price: Sold
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